Housing Development - Whetstone, Leicestershire

Working alongside Westleigh Developments brp architects were appointed to design a new residential development within the village of Whetstone. The scheme comprises a total of 28no. units and provides a mix of 1 and 2-bedroom apartments plus 2, 3 and 4-bedroom houses.

Originally designed as a market housing development changes in the economic climate dictated that the scheme switched to become an affordable development. As such brp architects were instrumental in assisting the Client to adapt the design to ensure full compliance with HQI and DQS standards as well as achieving Code Level 3 under the Code for Sustainable Homes accreditation.

The design is a full timber frame structural solution, so achieves high levels of thermal performance through enhanced insulation as well as an accelerated construction process on site. Coupled together this helped deliver the scheme for the End User Client in an extremely efficient timescale.